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Macro Comment

The main topic for February and the rest of the year is
inflation and real interest rates. February has been a
shocker for precious metals and high PE stocks as real
rates went up in spite of a somewhat mild inflation
environment. The focus is on the FED and the potential
stoppage of its accommodative policy. The Biden plan of
1.9 Trillion is finding it hard to go through Senate, especially
on the $ 15 per hour minimum wage component. Europe
seems to be stuck having the worst vaccine strategy of all
the OECD countries which, in case of a Third wave coming
post mid term break with the emergence of variants may
jeopardize even further the EEC recovery.

Generally, stock markets valuation have well discounted a
recovery : Royal Caribbean Cruises, WYNN Resorts, Spirit
Airlines have massively increased debt levels to survive and
are nevertheless worth nearly as much as Pre Covid from a
market cap point of view, much more from an Enterprise
Value point of view. Any incident in real rates used to
discount the value of these stocks or in their expected
growth rate would take a bigger toll on them that what we
have seen in February. For these reasons, we feel that
Central banks will be slow to react and that real rates will
stay negative for a while. This should continue to be good
for Energy, both oil and Green, although in March we may
see OPEC+ take advantage of higher oil prices to increase
volume and stop its accommodative attitude vs Shale oil
producers, especially given the new US stance vs Saudi
Arabia taken by Joe Biden. We would buy all dips in energy.

Quant Comment

The last week was very interesting in terms of market
analysis. The buying flows were heavily concentrated on the
Oil sector, Materials and Financials, while the former
highflyers and the Information and Technology sector were
sold massively and had a tough week.

Our AI’s prediction scores (from 0 to 100) strongly
deteriorated and did flirt with its market alert last Thursday
and Friday. Indeed, the market average (equi-weighted) fell
to 33 after having reached 85 the week before. It suggested
to us, in a contrarian approach, that it was a good time to
buy the dip if the Macro environment allowed it.

In regards more specifically to our thematic and its
momentum, the Energy sector scores are neutral this
morning (hold, score of 57) after a strong run. On the
contrary the «green» stocks are in a buy the dip situation
after the heavy correction they suffered as their score is
now under 20 and can not really go lower.
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The Vulcain LS Green pursues a stock picking approach
complemented by AI led quant algorithms and a macro-overlay.
We own between 30 and 40 stocks focusing on the whole “green”
value chain from metals and copper cables to rare earths and silver
used in electrical components , from oil services companies using
their assets to build wind farms to solar and hydrogen. We pay a
lot of attention to value and avoid the high PE, P/SALES momentum
plays like PLUG POWER or SUNRUN.

Issuer : UBS AG
ISIN : CH0552952233
Contact : greeninfo@vulcainenergy.com

It has been a rough month for Green stocks especially during the
last two weeks of February. The World Green index has been down
14% and if we have done better at -10%, we are not satisfied.

The increase in long term US bond yields plus widely discounted
good news in the “green stock universe” have led to a brisk profit
taking as the World “ green stimulus” plans take time to
materialize. It has been a dislocation more than a selective sell off
taking even the fundamentally lowly valued stocks downwards.
.Our exposure to European oil services in “transition to green” has
not compensated some of the losses in AKER WIND or AKER
CARBON as the oil rally was mostly a US phenomenon. Best in
class SUBSEA 7 which is 40% exposed to Wind farms and had
excellent Q4 was up only 3%. We are increasing our exposure to
offshore wind which is much less ETF targeted and where we see
30% growth per year for the next ten years
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Vulcain Global Oil & Gas
Long/Short
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Main Characteristics

Long/Short Ratio 

The Oil and Gas AMC pursues a stock picking approach
complemented by AI led algorithms and a macro overlay. We
maintain a 160% gross exposure on average with a 60% net long
position . We hold generally 30 to 36 stocks across all oil and oil
services sub segments globally. Our goal is to outperform the MSCI
Energy with a much lower volatility.

Investment Strategy

The macro data have been generally supportive (US inventories,
Rig count ). The bad weather in Texas took a toll on oil production
(-1 million barrel a day) but also refining (- 1 mil barrel) and
imports as harbors were closed. The rig count is still very much
below the 400 rig threshold which is the figure needed for a stable
oil production yoy in the shale basins. If OPEC + has been very
supportive so far, a Brent around $65 might very well be a level
where OPEC+ feel tempted to add to the production ( 500,000
barrels day) at the next March meeting. This would probably
impact the current rally as the economy is not yet recovering from
Covid, especially airlines.The meeting is on Thursday.

The market has been strong in February but it has mostly been a
US phenomenon thanks to the inflows into the major ETF :
XOP,OIH and XLE. The rest of the world oil stocks have lagged
although they are of much better quality. TOTAL which is not in US
ETF is up 8% whereas the non profitable badly managed
OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM is up 50%+. We stay focused on
international oils which has helped us outperform all indices since
April 2018, although short term we are lagging. We remain
confident that stock picking will prevail and are optimistic for our
2021 performance.
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Cumulative Net Return

VGO MSCIE

NAV 115.05 702.0964

Perf Itd 1.11% 17.66%

Perf Ytd 3.55% 18.14%

Issuer : UBS AG
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Main Characteristics

Vulcain High Octane Bond
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The Vulcain High Octane Bond is up 0.38% this week, while the
Barclays High Yield Energy Index closed down at -0.13%.
Last week has been a very volatile and nervous week for risky
assets. The steepening of the curve has led most of the investment
grade bonds down and initiated a beginning of rotation in sectors
and styles: the renewable energy and mining companies were two
of the victims of this rotation.
In Brazil, the government unexpectedly pushed the Petrobras’ CEO
out: the stock and the bonds were punished with a -20% and -5%
performance. We had exited our 2029 and 2034 bonds earlier this
year as we reached (even exceeded) our target return on Petrobras.
Our bond of the week was the Eagle 5% 2024 that has been a
strong performer over the last 3-months. Bought 6-months back at
72%, we sold the bond at 103% and invested in the Siccar Point
Energy 9% new issue.
Our Top 3 positions are Ocean Yield, DNO NO and the various
Transocean secured and unsecured bonds (on which we are UP
25% in average and still see upside).

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

The Certificate is an actively managed certificate targeting a running
yield of 8% per annum by investing in High Yield corporate and/or
sovereign bonds of companies active in the Energy space. It will
invest a minimum of 80% B/BB/BBB rated bonds (or equivalent if
not rated).
The Certificate is denominated in USD, but can invest in any other
currency, at the exception of emerging market currencies.

Investment Strategy

Currency Breakdown

Country Breakdown

Issuer : UBP SA
ISIN : CH0553491777
Contact : renaud.saleur@anacondainvest.com
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